Cambridge English
Estonian Teachers’ Hub

Welcome to the Estonian Teachers’ Hub
powered by Cambridge Assessment English.
Our unique bundled offer is fit for purpose,
whatever your needs may be.

Teaching Qualifications
Digital resources

for General English courses

Teaching resources

for Cambridge English exam preparation

Teacher Development

Teaching Qualifications

Here you find information about Cambridge English Teaching Qualifications:

CELTA

Prestigious international teaching qualification required worldwide to teach English as a
Foreign Language. For closed groups from institutions we offer CELT-P (for primary school
teachers) or CELT-S (for secondary school teachers).

DELTA

Valuable qualification for experienced teachers, integrating academic reading, reflection
and teaching practice.

TKT

Useful certificate that can either help inexperienced teachers gain the knowledge they
need in order to teach English as a Foreign Language, or motivate experienced teachers by
providing a clear learning goal.

CELT-P
(Primary)
and

Available through your institution, for closed groups.

CELT-S

(Secondary)
Please register your interest in our teaching qualifications on this form and we
will get back to you with further information.
We are trying to assess the interest of Estonian teachers in our teaching
qualifications, in order to agree with the education agencies on an extensive
provision of such qualifications in Estonia.

Register your interest in a
Teaching Qualification here

Teaching resources

for Cambridge English exam preparation

Here you find a rich pool of published materials which combine the skills and knowledge of the teams
at Cambridge Assessment English, who create the tests, and the teams at Cambridge University Press,
who create the English Language Teaching materials.
Please use code “ESTONIA20” for 25 % discount and free delivery until the end of April 2020.

Exam

Official Practice Tests

Trainers

Compact

Complete

Authentic examination papers
from Cambridge Assessment
English provide perfect
practice because they are
EXACTLY like the real exam.

These include six full practice
tests plus easy-to-follow
expert guidance and exam tips
designed to guarantee exam
success.

Compact offers intensive
revision and practice to
quickly maximise student
performance. Ideal for shorter
courses and easily integrated
with a general English course.

Complete offers language
development and exam
training and is the most
thorough preparation for your
exam.

Exam

Official Practice Tests

Trainers

Compact

Complete

C1
Advanced

Cambridge English
Advanced 3

Advanced Trainer
2nd Edition

Compact Advanced
2nd Edition

Complete Advanced
2nd Edition

B2
First

Cambridge English
First for Schools 3

First for Schools
Trainer 2

Compact First
for Schools
2nd Edition

Complete First
for Schools
2nd Edition

B1
Preliminary

B1 Preliminary 1
for the Revised
2020 Exam

B1 Preliminary
for Schools Trainer 1
for the Revised 2020 Exam
2nd Edition

Compact Preliminary
for Schools
2nd Edition

Complete Preliminary
for Schools

for Schools

for Schools

Please use code “ESTONIA20” for 25 % discount and free delivery until the end of April 2020

Digital resources

for General English courses

Here you find free digital tools that you can use both in your general English classes and in your
preparation courses towards a Cambridge English exam.

Write &
Improve

Automatic marker tool for writing, placing texts on the CEFR scale and providing instant
feedback for improvement. Learners can re-submit their text as many times as they wish.

Virtually
Anywhere

Audio mystery series for CEFR-B1 / B2 learners, with downloadable lesson plan and
activities.

Speak &
Improve

Automatic assessment tool for speaking, placing oral performance on the CEFR scale.

Quiz your
English

Mobile app to practise grammar and vocabulary in quiz format competing against learners
across the world..

Visit our website and follow Cambridge Assessment English on social media to keep up-to-date with
the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful resources:

Teacher Development

See where you are in your professional development, as a teacher, or as a trainer.
Next, plan your development and identify what you can do to get there.
Use our resources below:

Cambridge English
Teaching Framework

Cambridge English
Trainer Framework

Digital Teacher
Framework

To evaluate and develop your teaching skills.
To evaluate and develop yourself as a trainer
Alternatively, you may wish to evaluate and track your development as a digital
teacher. Learn what skills you already have and what developmental needs you have
in order to effectively integrate the digital environment in your teaching.

As a guide.

